ABSTRACT Identifying defective software entities is essential to ensure software quality during software development. However, the high dimensionality and class distribution imbalance of software defect data seriously affect software defect prediction performance. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes an Ensemble MultiBoost based on RIPPER classifier for prediction of imbalanced Software Defect data, called EMR_SD. Firstly, the algorithm uses principal component analysis (PCA) method to find out the most effective features from the original features of the data set, so as to achieve the purpose of dimensionality reduction and redundancy removal. Furthermore, the combined sampling method of adaptive synthetic sampling (ADASYN) and random sampling without replacement is performed to solve the problem of data class imbalance. This classifier establishes association rules based on attributes and classes, using MultiBoost to reduce deviation and variance, so as to achieve the purpose of reducing classification error. The proposed prediction model is evaluated experimentally on the NASA MDP public datasets and compared with existing similar algorithms. The results show that EMR_SD algorithm is superior to DNC, CEL and other defect prediction techniques in most evaluation indicators, which proves the effectiveness of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software quality [1] is considered to be extremely important in the field of software engineering. With the expansion of software scale, software defect repair is often timeconsuming and laborious, and it accounts for a large proportion of maintenance costs. Software test is to detect as many potential defects as possible before software release. Therefore, accurate and efficient prediction of software defects is of great significance for improving software quality and reliability. Software defect prediction can be seen as a 2-classification problem, that is, software modules can be divided into defective modules and non-defective modules based on historical data. Historical data can reflect attributes such as software module complexity, operands, and operators.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Xiaobing Sun. In the actual software defect prediction, there are 2 main challenges, namely the high dimensionality and the class distribution imbalance of the software defect data. However, some of these features may be more relevant to classes (defects or no-defects), and some may be redundant or irrelevant, which sometimes obscure the real important features for classification, and over-dimensionality leads to dimensionality disaster, so high correlation features need to be selected. Therefore, the introduction of feature selection and feature extraction in software defect prediction can not only improve the efficiency, but also improve the accuracy [2] . At the same time, the proportion of normal module is far more than the defective module, and the hidden characteristics of defect module make it more difficult to be tested out, which leads to the class distribution imbalance The nondefective module is considered as the majority class and the defective module is the minority class. Highly imbalanced VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ data sets reduce the ability of machine learning algorithms to predict minority class [3] . At present, there are 2 common methods to solve the problem of class distribution imbalance: at the data view, the application of sampling technology to the data set is mainly to balance the class distribution by reducing most samples (i.e. under-sampling) or increasing a few samples (i.e. oversampling), this method has been widely studied [4] - [6] . At the algorithm view, the problem of class imbalance is solved by directly modifying its training mechanism, with the aim of improving the accuracy of minority groups. The traditional cost learning algorithm considers the overall misclassification cost, while the cost sensitive learning algorithm pays more attention to the misclassification cost of minority class samples, and believes that minority class samples have larger misclassification cost. In addition, the voting mechanism in ensemble learning reduces the residual effect caused by feature independence and redundancy. In this paper, considering both data and algorithm views, First of all, data are processed by the PCA feature processing method and the combined sampling method of ADASYN and the random sampling without replacement, so as to solve software defect data redundancy and class distribution imbalance, and then, the rule-based RIPPER algorithm is used as the base classifier of MultiBoost ensemble learning, and the software defect prediction model is constructed to improve the prediction performance and efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the relevant work. Section 3 describes the proposed learning model of software defect prediction. Section 4 presents the performance of EMR_SD algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper and future work with concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORK
Software defect prediction technology is to design software metrics related to software defects by analyzing software code, software development process, etc., and then establish the relationship between software metrics and software defects by using historical defect data. Many technologies based on machine learning have been used to predict software defects, including artificial neural network [7] , bayesian network [8] , SVM [9] , dictionary learning [10] , association rule [11] , naive bayes [12] , tree-based methods [13] , evolutionary algorithm [14] , etc. However, these algorithms ignore the high dimension and class distribution imbalance of the defect data set, which have a great impact on classification performance [15] . For example, for a given data set with less defective modules, you can achieve very high classification accuracy by simply classifying all modules into non-defective class. Obviously, the false alarm of defective modules is ignored, which proves that it is not enough to simply take the accuracy rate as the evaluation standard. And other indicators such as AUC value [16] based on the ROC curve can make further evaluation.
For the high dimensionality, previous studies on software defect prediction have shown [17] that feature selection and feature extraction methods can make great help. For example, Liu Shuyi et al. [18] propose a feature selection method based on multi-strategy. Firstly, a variety of feature evaluation algorithms are used to rank the features of defect data. Under different methods, the same features are divided into different grades according to its occurrence frequency, and the highest grade of each feature is chosen as the final rank. This method effectively avoids the loss of potentially effective information by just using a single algorithm for feature evaluation. In order to fully measure the correlation between different features and classes, Qiao Yu et al. [19] propose a software defect prediction feature selection algorithm based on similarity measure (SM). This algorithm first updates the feature weights based on the similarity of the different classes of samples. Secondly, the features are sorted in descending order according to the weights, so as to generate a feature sorting list, and all the feature subsets are sequentially selected from the sorted feature list. In order to further improve the performance of feature selection for software defect prediction, Gao et al. [20] combine the advantages of different feature selection, proposed a hybrid feature selection algorithm, combining feature sorting and feature subset selection. The results show that this algorithm is superior to other feature subset selection methods in software defect prediction. At the same time, Laradji et al. [21] combine feature selection and ensemble learning to improve the accuracy of software defect prediction considering the imbalanced class distribution of the software defect data set.
In order to solve the imbalance problem of the defect data set, at the data view, Chawla et al. [22] propose the SMOTE algorithm, which increases the number of samples by interpolating between minority class samples that are close together. However, due to the large number of large class of samples in the original data set, in order to achieve a relative balance of the overall data sample distribution, a large number of minority class of samples need to be synthesized, resulting in a large increase in the number of data sets compared with previous one, which will reduce the prediction efficiency to a certain extent. Following the SMOTE algorithm, Wang Shuo et al. [23] use re-sampling, threshold shifting and other methods to further deal with the data distribution and solve the class imbalance of software defect data. In addition, Menzies T and Turhan B [24] achieve a balance by taking a SMOTE oversampling of the minority class and performing a simple random under-sampling (RUS) on the majority class. Existing studies have shown that [25] , RUS and RUS-bal (under-sampling and over-sampling) are superior to SMOTE and random oversampling, and have achieved good classification results. At the algorithm view, one class learning [26] , cost sensitive learning [27] , ensemble learning and improved SVM are adopted to improve the classification performance of the minority class. Ensemble learning can combine the advantages of individual single classifiers to improve overall classification performance. For example, Seliya et al. [28] propose an early extension of bagging ensemble learning algorithm, known as rough balanced bagging (RBBAG) algorithm. They also make empirical evaluation of two basic classifiers, naive bayes and C4.5 decision tree, the experimental results show that the performance based on naive bayes is better than those based on C4.5 decision tree. In order to further improve the accuracy of the model, Chawla N V et al. [29] not only study the imbalance in the data view, but also process it from the algorithm view, and integrate the SMOTE oversampling method and boosting technology. Sampling techniques can balance the distribution of data, but there still exist the incorrect classification of defective modules. Therefore, Khoshgoftaar et al. [30] propose a cost sensitive enhancement technique combining enhanced ensemble learning algorithm and cost sensitive features, with a focus on the cost of misclassification. At present, there are some rule-based classification techniques, such as CBA2 used by Ma et al. [16] and DPRAR algorithm proposed by Gabriela Czibula [11] , which are used to predict the defects of software modules and have achieved good results in most evaluation indicators. In summary, feature selection or feature extraction, combined sampling and ensemble learning have their own advantages in the prediction of software defects. And combining the three is expected to achieve better classification performance. 
III. MODEL OF OUR APPROACH EMR_SD
EMR_SD is a software defect imbalance data prediction model based on RIPPER classifier for MultiBoost ensemble. The main framework is shown in Figure 1 . When making software defect prediction, first consider data pre-processing phase for the input training sample, this is by PCA feature extraction and combined sampling. And then, selecting a base classifier for the preprocessed data, and MultiBoost is used to integrate multiple base classifiers to obtain a higher accuracy of diagnosis result.
A. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
In data pre-processing, there are always missing values in the data sets, the average calculation mode is used for filling the missing ones to reduce the influence of the prediction effect. Then, statistical analysis is carried out on the defective modules so as to select the appropriate features to process the data, which retains the features with strong dependence the to the target output class, and achieves the purpose of dimensionality reduction and denoising. In this paper, principal component analysis (PCA) is used for feature extraction. Each module in the software defect data set is marked as defective or non-defective, and the number of defects is far less than that of no-defects, which shows a high degree of imbalance. Therefore, a new combined sampling method is proposed to balance the training data after dimension reduction, that is, the combination of ADASYN and random sampling without replacement. This combined sampling method not only provides a balanced data distribution, but also enables the learning algorithm to focus on samples that are difficult to learn in minority class.
1) FEATURE EXTRACTION
In software defect data, excessive dimensionality may degrade the performance of the algorithm and reduce the effectiveness of the model. Removing the irrelevant and redundant features of the software defect data to achieve the purpose of data dimensionality reduction is an effective way to improve the performance of the learning algorithm, and is also key to the training model. EMR_SD uses the principal component analysis (PCA) feature extraction method [31] , which achieves dimensionality reduction. Suppose a data set consists of tuples or vectors with n features, the PCA searches for the d-dimensional (d < n) orthogonal vectors which represent the data best. PCA makes the original data projected from an n−dimensional space into a small d-dimensional and it can always be able to reveal previously undetected connections. The PCA algorithm is described as follows:
Calculate the covariance matrix of the sample: XX T ;
3. Decompose the covariance matrix XX T into eigenvalues, and sort the eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ n ; 4. Set value d to make its contribution rate more than µ:
The PCA algorithm can perform simple vector subtraction and linear mapping by preserving the vector of W * and the mean vector of samples, which projects the sample from the original high-dimensional space to the low-dimensional space. The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue is often correlated with noise. When the data are affected by noise, the PCA algorithm discards the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest (n − d) eigenvalues. Therefore, achieve denoising effect and guarantee the quality of the sampled data.
2) COMBINED SAMPLING
Class imbalance distribution, that is, the number of samples of one class in the data set is significantly less than the number of samples of other classes, for a 2-classification problem, the classes are named as the majority class and the minority class. Class imbalance will decline classification performance, which makes it difficult to meet the accuracy requirements in the classification process. Therefore, considering combined sampling method of adaptive synthetic sampling (ADASYN) and random sampling without replacement to solve the problem of data class imbalance.
ADASYN is an adaptive synthetic sampling method proposed in Literature [32] . This method adaptively synthesizes the minority samples according to its distribution in the training data set, which focuses on more of the samples difficult to learn and less of the samples easy to learn. The key of the ADASYN method is to find a probability distribution, it will be used as the criterion for the number of samples to be synthesized for each minority samples, and finally obtain the new sample set. The specific algorithm is as shown in Algorithm 2.
By using ADASYN sampling, the synthesized samples of the minority class are added to the original sample set to achieve a balance of the data set. Then random sampling without replacement method can be further used to process the data to extract a smaller data set with a balanced guarantee. Therefore, the data quality is improved, and a data set with reasonable scale and distribution is ready for the classification and the prediction performance of EMR_SD is improved.
B. BASE CLASSIFIER OF RIPPER
EMR_SD applies rule learning RIPPER as the base classifier to classify software defect data sets. There are two phases, the first is to summarize the correlation between features and classes by the induction and learning of training samples, so as to form if-then rules. The second phase is to use the formed rules to perform matching detection on the unknown sample to achieve the purpose of classification. The general rule generation is as Format (1) .
The left of the arrow is called the rule antecedent, x i represents feature, the right of the arrow is called the rule postscript, y i is a conclusion, which represents the class. For the binary classification problem in software defect prediction, RIPPER algorithm firstly carries out ascending ranking according to the frequency of class occurrence. Because there are relatively few non-defective modules in the software defect data set, defect class is ahead of the non-defective modules. In this way, the RIPPER algorithm can first deal with the least frequent class, and finally deal with the most frequent class. It is the particularity of the rule of RIPPER that makes a good performance in handing unbalanced data. The flow chart of RIPPER algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
RIPPER algorithm mainly includes rule generation and rule pruning. When generating rules, firstly empty the rule set and then add antecedents to the rule set until the rule set can be extended to cover the entire data set. During rule pruning, rules and antecedents are continually deleted. Finally, use Format (2) to determine whether the most streamlined rule is reached.
h k is the number of samples covered by the rule, h p is the number of samples not covered by the rule. Stop pruning when function C no longer grows.
C. MULTIBOOST ENSEMBLE CLASSIFICATION
When constructing the prediction model, the smaller the variance, deviation and mean square error are, the more stable the model is. Therefore, EMR_SD considers the MultiBoost ensemble learning method, which combines wagging (a technique for variance reduction) and AdaBoost (a technique for both bias and variance reduction) [33] . EMR_SD achieves a good perform by wagging a set of base classifier groups, and the base classifiers use the AdaBoost strategy inside each group.
Let T be the number of base classifiers combined using the MultiBoost method, k is the number of base classifier groups and I i is an iterative termination flag variable. I i can be obtained as Formula (3).
As scholars have proved that the base classifier trained by each iteration improves the performance of the whole combined model less than its previous iteration [34] . The MultiBoost method improves AdaBoost, AdaBoost always makes T iterations according to the number of base classifiers, and 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. DATA SETS
The data set used in this experiment is the MDP dataset from NASA, which is widely used in software defect prediction research [35] . This data set consists of 13 data sets, each of which is collected from an actual software system project and consists by the class label and static code features based on Loc, McCabe, Halstead, and so on. Loc line measurement is a measure of program complexity based on the number of lines Table 1 shows the basic information of all NASA MDP data sets. From the Table 1 , it can be seen that the proportion of defective modules is extremely low, which shows the imbalance of class distribution of data. The distribution of the imbalance rate of the data set is shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , the proportion of defective modules in all data sets is less than 50%, and most of them are concentrated below 20%, which again presents a serious imbalance in the NASA MDP data set. This paper selects some representative data sets for experiments. In order to prove the validity of the constructed prediction model, the proposed algorithm is compared with other similar algorithms.
B. EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS
The software defect prediction data has a class imbalance distribution, and when the classifier performance is evaluated only from the overall perspective, the classification effect of majority class will overshadow the minority class. For the evaluation of the classifier performance, it is necessary to take into account the defect detection rate while paying attention to the overall performance. Therefore, a variety of performance indicators are usually adopted to evaluate the prediction model, such as Accuracy, Recall, F-measure and AUC. These indicators are based on the definition of confusion matrix, as shown in Table 2 . Accuracy is represented by the ratio of the number of correctly predicted modules to the total number of modules. Recall is the ratio of the number of defective modules correctly predicted to the actual number of defective modules. F-measure is the combination of Recall and Precision for evaluation. Precision is the ratio of the number of modules correctly predicted to be defective modules to the total number of defective modules. AUC (Area Under the Curve) is defined as the ROC Curve (Receiver Operating Characteristic) of the Area. AUC means that given a defective sample and a non-defective sample randomly, the probability value that the classifier outputs the defective sample as defect is greater than the probability value that the classifier outputs the non-defective sample as defect. AUC value can effectively evaluate the classification effect of 2-classification problem. The larger the value, the better the performance of the software defect prediction model. The calculation formula is as follows
The ROC curve is shown in Figure 4 . For a specific prediction model and training data set, the prediction result corresponds to a point on the ROC curve, AUC, varying in [0, 1], measures the area under the ROC curve which describes the trade-off between Recall (true positive rate) and PF (false positive rate). The larger AUC, the better the performance of the classifier is [36] . A new evaluation indicator Balance can be introduced by calculating the Euclidean distance from the (PF, Recall) point to the (0,1) point. The definition of Balance is as follows
where PF represents the proportion of defect modules misclassified in non-defective class.
C. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF RESULT
In order to verify the prediction performance of the model, the experiment is based on the WEKA and Matlab platform, and the final results are verified by the 10-fold cross validation method. The sampling rate of the random sampling without replacement and the number of iterations of MultiBoost ensemble learning are set to empirically experimental values of 0.9 and 20. The sampling rate is originally set to [0.7, 1.0], the step size is 0.1, and the number of iterations is set to [10] , [30] , the step size is 10. The experimental results achieve the best when the sampling rate is 0.9 and the number of iterations is 20.
The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 summarizes the experimental results of EMR_SD. The corresponding values of the evaluation indicators Accuracy, Recall, Precision, F-measure, and Balance are obtained based on the confusion matrix.
Because Accuracy is an indicator of overall evaluation, it represents the proportion of the number of modules correctly predicted in the total number of modules, and the number of correctly predicted modules includes the correct prediction of the defective module and the total number of correct predictions of the non-defective module. In the case of imbalanced software defect data, due to the relatively small number of defective modules, there may be case where all defective modules are misclassified and the accuracy is still high. Therefore, simply using Accuracy as an indicator for evaluating the performance of a model is not comprehensive. Further combining F-measure and AUC value Table 3 shows the prediction performance on F-measure and AUC. Except that the F-measure and the AUC on MC2 data set are slightly lower than other data sets, the remaining values are all above 0.9, indicating that the preprocessing method proposed in this paper can conduct more effective data processing for imbalanced data and that the integrated model can better adapt to the software defect data set. For each data set, When the point (PF, Recall) is closer to the (0, 1) point, the performance of the prediction model is better, according to which, the indicator Balance can be calculated, and it is frequently used by software engineers in practice [37] .
Firstly, in order to explain how EMR_SD improves the prediction performance, we carry out the experiments stage by stage. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 Secondly, in comparison with baseline methods, in order to make the comparison fair, preprocessing should also be performed on baseline methods. In addition, three classical algorithms widely accepted by the public in the field of software defect prediction, namely naive bayes, J48 and SVM are selected for comparative experiments to prove the effectiveness of EMR_SD. NB is a simple probabilistic classifier, which assumes that the features are statistically independent of each other. It can provide good classification results, even though some of the features are inter-related. J48 is a decision tree based classifier. Decision trees use feature values for the classification of instances. Each feature is represented by a node in the decision tree, while the assumption values of each node is represented as branches. The classification of instances is performed by following a path through the tree from the root node to the leaf nodes by checking feature values against rules. The basic idea of SVM is solving sum functions and quadratic programming, and solving the nonlinear separable problem by mapping data to high-order feature space through sum function. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 .
At last, this paper compare with other similar algorithms to further verify the effectiveness of EMR_SD, including Dynamic version of Adaboost.NC (DNC) [23] , Coding based Ensemble Learning (CEL) [39] , Asymmetric Kernel Principal Component Classification (AKPCC) [40] , Multi-core kernel ensemble learning (MEKL) [41] , Relational association rule mining (DPRAR) [11] , Classification based on Association rules (CBA2) [16] Mining based on Atomic Association rules (ACAR) [42] . The performance evaluation of classifier with class imbalance data needs to be analyzed by using multiple evaluation indicators. The results are shown in Table 6 .
It can be seen from Table 4 , on the whole, the Accuracy, F-measure and Balance with PCA dimension reduction and denoising are improved comparing with those without any preprocessing. In particular, the values of F-measure on data set PC1 and MW1 are significantly improved. And the prediction performance is improved due to the dimension reduction. When the combined sampling method is further used to preprocess the data, the prediction performance improves more, all indicators are above 0.9. This indicates that each stage of EMR_SD has a certain effect on prediction performance.
As can be seen from Table 5 , among the three classical algorithms, J48 has the best prediction performance, but still inferior to EMR_SD. Compared with J48 classifier, EMR_SD algorithm improves at least 5.9% in each indicator. This also proved the superiority of MultiBoost classifier.
It can be seen from Table 6 that EMR_SD has a mean value of 0.9 on the F-measure indicator, which is at least 18.42% higher than that of the similar algorithms. Among the similar algorithms, the performance of the DPRAR algorithm on the F-measure indicator is only to EMR_SD. The F-measure value of the CM1 data set is only 0.65, and the EMR_SD achieves the F-measure value of 0.91. The prediction performance of this data set is greatly improved, which makes up the shortcomings of the DPRAR algorithm for the prediction of the CM1 data set. From the comparison of the AUC values, it can be seen that compared with the similar algorithms, the AUC value of EMR_SD is at least 7.87% higher than the similar algorithms, up to 0.96, especially in the PC1 and PC4 data sets. The performance on AUC value is relatively high and reaches 0.98, because the EMR_SD algorithm considers both the correct classification of the nondefective modules and defective modules, and the goal of comprehensively improving the classification performance of the prediction model is achieved. It can be seen that the EMR_SD algorithm in the mean of Balance is higher than other similar algorithms and achieves 0.9. Although the Balance is slightly lower for the individual data set MC2, it still achieves 0.82. It can be clearly seen from Fig.5 that in the column diagram of F-measure, the column corresponding to EMR_SD algorithm is higher than other similar algorithms. From the comparison of the Balance value, it can be seen that the Balance curve of EMR_SD algorithm is located at the top. It can be seen from the radar diagram of AUC that the circle representing EMR_SD is almost located outside all circles, which indicates that EMR_SD algorithm has better prediction performance. However, since this paper adopts the same dimensionality reduction and combined sampling method for all data sets, it does not consider the characteristics of each data set itself, resulting in the prediction performance is not obvious for the MC2 dataset with less data and the KC1 dataset with fewer attributes. Combined with all evaluation indicators, EMR_SD algorithm can achieve better prediction result in software defect prediction, and has strong theoretical and experimental basis for further research.
V. THREATS OF VALIDATION
In conducting empirical research, it is important to be aware of potential threats to the validity of the results and conclusions. Moreover, these potential threats exist in most studies. The potential threats for this paper include two aspects. First, sampling bias. Since EMR_SD algorithm has randomness to create different instances during the combined sampling, we mitigate this potential bias with 10 runs of the experiment for EMR_SD. Second, threats to construct validity are about whether the performance indicators are comprehensive for evaluation. To minimize the threads, we use multiple evaluation indicators to evaluate the prediction performance, such as Accuracy, F-measure, AUC and Balance, which are widely used in current software defect prediction research.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an ensemble classification algorithm, EMR_SD, for software defect prediction. The main challenge affects the overall performance of the predictor is that there are high-dimension and imbalanced class distribution problems in the defect data sets. Therefore, EMR_SD uses PCA method to reduce the dimension of data set and combined sampling method to balance the class distribution. Moreover, EMR_SD uses the MultiBoost ensemble learning method as the classifier, which combines wagging (a technique for variance reduction) and AdaBoost (a technique for both bias and variance reduction), as the smaller the variance, deviation and mean square error are, the more stable the classifier is. To illustrate the prediction performance of the EMR_SD, the experiments are carried out stage by stage, and prove that each stage has contributions to the performance. Then, EMR_SD is contrasted with relative algorithms and performs the best on the indicators of Accuracy, F-measure, AUC, and Balance, which further shows great potential for software defect prediction. Because this paper adopts a unified data processing method for all data sets, and does not consider the unique characteristics of each data set. Therefore, in the future, targeted dimensionality reduction and combined sampling method will be used for different data set.
